
CLOGWYN DU'R ARDDU 
EAST BUTTRESS

THREE ATTEMPTS AND AN ASCENT

BY LINDLEY HENSHAW
I have repeatedly tried to impress upon the Editor that 

the above is not a proper subject for an article in the 
Journal. I have pointed out to him that, looked at from 
the high ground north of Llyn du'r Arddu, the Buttress 
looks a mere scramble and absurdly short. I have also 
been at some pains in describing to him Meldrum's look 
of amused contempt when he (Meldrum) was shewn the 
Pinnacle, at that time the highest point reached. I think 
if Doughty had only considered the points I have put before 
him, he would surely not have insisted upon my writing 
about Clogwyn du'r Arddu as a continuation of what he 
describes as a ' series of notable first ascents commencing 
with the Moss Ghyll Grooves'. True it occupied the 
climbing efforts of Pigott and Wood for the best part of 
a year, and their muscles, tempers and three coerced 
assistants on a Good Friday and three bad Sundays.

This, however, does not signify that the ascent is worthy 
of official record ; otherwise the Editorial Offices would 
be in danger of inundation by a flood of literature on all 
manner of trivial acrobatics. It would be a good sight to 
see Doughty sitting in the orthodox swivel chair in a room 
effervescing manuscript; coat off, shirt sleeves rolled up, 
looking very Rothermere-ish, with furrowed brow, pipe in 
bull-dog mouth, torn between ' The 1927 Attempts on 
Broad Stand' and 'The History of Jack's Rake'.

However, he has prevailed (presumably Editors always 
do) and I must do my best, and try to let Morley Wood 
down as lightly as possible over the artificial chock-stone 
episode. Not that he deserves any consideration from
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me ; for he has continually conspired with Pigott to make 
me carry the rucksack, spare rope, and ice-axe ; build 
the cairn (which he afterwards used up for his infernal 
chock-stones) ; write this article ; and generally act as a 
sort of fatigue party on all the expeditions.

Pigott and Wood in combination are as unscrupulous 
as they are invincible. Nothing stops them and they 
stop at nothing, not excluding pitons and fixed ropes. 
If the threatened onslaught on the West Buttress takes 
place I shall not be surprised to see either of them turning 
up with the latest Sassolungo rock-drill and a whole belt 
full of pitons. Personally, for their own sakes, I hope 
they do.

But about the East Buttress. I saw it first at Easter 
1926 and was foolish enough to remark to Pigott what a 
fine crag it was : next day we made a reconnaissance.

At the end there will be found a bald description which 
I hope will be sufficient to enable a newcomer to find the 
route, but perhaps it might not be out of place to deal a 
little more fully with those pitches which present difficulty.

The first four pitches provide good, and in places difficult 
climbing ; in fact the second pitch may be almost con- 
sidered severe in wet weather, and the movement to the 
Grass Ledge (Pitch 4) is delicate but has that most delightful 
combination safety and sensationalism.

Pitch 5 provides interest and the first attempt upon it 
has already been referred to in the report of the 1926 Easter 
Meet. The Grass Ledge is 4 feet long (or thereabouts) and 
varies from about a foot to eighteen inches in width. At 
the far, or right-hand end, just below the level of the grass, 
is a second and much smaller ledge, or more precisely a 
tuft, just sufficient upon which to rest a foot. The rock 
above slightly overhangs and the only way up appears to 
be by way of a corner crack at the far end, i.e. directly 
above the ' foot rest'. There are no holds of any moment 
in the crack, and although quite short (about 10 feet) it 
is at an awkward angle and unsuitable for backing up. 
At Easter, Pigott and I decided (perhaps over cautiously) 
to leave it until a later date when we might have three on
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the rope, so that the third man could hold the party from 
a spiky belay at the top of Pitch 3. Wood, who by the 
way had made a similar reconnaissance with Lowe in 1924, 
was therefore mobilised and a further attempt made on 
aoth June 1926.

This time, Pigott led on to the Grass Ledge, and after 
his second had taken up a semi-kneeling position with his 
right foot on the appointed ' rest', stood on his shoulders 
facing right. He was thus able to get his fingers on to the 
top holds under the grass fringe, and struggle on to the 
Conservatory, a spacious fern-covered sloping ledge above. 
Whilst this movement was being carried out the second 
rose from his crouching position in readiness to assist the 
leader should the latter encounter difficulty. The pitch 
is not easy and should only be attempted by a party whose 
leader and second have climbed a good deal together. 
No. 3 then followed through, using similar tactics to his 
leader's, after which the heroic second got his deserts and 
a stirrup rope.

Pitches 6, 7, and 8 require no special comment. They 
provide good, straightforward, orthodox climbing; and 
with the exception of 8, which is easy, are pleasantly 
difficult.

The large boulder which has been christened ' The 
Pinnacle ' is now reached and behind it in a right angled 
corner above a roomy sloping grass area there runs an 
unswervingly vertical crack, which appeared to offer a 
means of getting up at least a portion of the remaining 
70 feet to the Green Gallery.

For the first few feet up it is the merest crack, with 
hardly finger room ; but gradually it widens until at 20 feet 
from the ground a toe may be inserted ; and here the 
right wall is slightly broken up, affording, so it seemed, a 
chance of turning the middle section of the crack, which 
looked pretty well impossible from below. At first all 
efforts to get up this 20 feet were abortive. Even a human 
ladder with the heavyweights at the bottom, in boots, 
and the more lithesome ones daintily shod in rubbers at 
the top, met with no success. In desperation we tried
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some sinister shiny slabs round the corner to the right, 
but all in vain. Followed a descent by the same route, 
this time in wet mist with Pitch 5 robbed of all its morning 
joy, compelling or at least suggesting an abseil, but providing 
no facilities for one amongst the Conservatory's dank 
bracken.

It would be unseemly to dwell too long upon the next 
attempt, but I feel that it is only right that Meldrum and 
I should be entirely exonerated from all blame in the 
matter. The plain fact is that Morley Wood was alone 
responsible for the idea of putting chock-stones into the 
crack, the evidence being perfectly clear on this point. 
It may be said that the other members of the party were 
accessories after the fact ; but Morley Wood was the one 
who conceived, organised, and eventually put into practice 
his diabolical plan ; and if some of the inserted pebbles 
did remain in, that can only be put down to Providence 
and not to any dexterity on his part. In any case it was 
most unfair that one should be compelled to cut six-foot 
lengths off a perfectly new Beale in order that the party 
might be lowered down the precipice to safety. I tremble 
to think what would have happened if Morley's chock-stone 
had not come out.

Pigott dragged us up to the crack again before the Spring 
had commenced and was so confident of victory that he 
insisted upon Burton coming along to take his photograph. 
He also insisted upon an ice-axe, which I carried and 
which we did not use. How he got up that crack is still 
a mystery to me. Personally I would not have trusted 
a fly on those chock-stones of Wood's ; but Pigott, with 
utter disregard of all mountaineering conventions, clung 
to anything he could see or feel, and skipped up into the 
weather-beaten noose as though it were a rigging. The 
next few feet (though safer on account of the number of 
chockstones being limited to one) necessitate a considerable 
struggle up the crack until the right foot can be placed on 
a small ledge forming the outer lip of an Ogee slab. Our 
leader having arrived exhausted at this point stood up on 
the ledge and called for a man with guts. Having none
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to spare below we sent up two chock-stones slung in a 
handkerchief, one of which he inserted in the crack above, 
and secured himself by passing his rope through another 
six feet of Beale. This noose and our blessings enabled 
him to leave the crack and climb a steep little wall on the 
right, then swing on to a shelf, by crawling along which 
another steep wall was gained leading to the top of the 
pitch. This movement from the ledge, though of con- 
siderably less severity than the crack itself, is very sensa- 
tional, so that we were relieved to see Pigott's face appear 
over the large grass ledge above the first section of the 
crack, as he had been out of our sight for some time on 
exposed, unknown rock. Wood now went up and joined 
the leader, whilst Burton and I cogitated as to what devilries 
the other two were planning. It seemed hours before 
our turn came, and Wood shouted down that Pigott was 
on the Green Gallery, which meant the climb was finished, 
the traverse from the Green Gallery to the Eastern Terrace 
being only a scramble.

But the last pitch before the Green Gallery (i.e. Pitch 10) 
called for some ingenuity. For the first eighteen feet a 
steep wall is split by an indefinite crack, the latter forming 
a nick at the top. Pigott, who must have been very shot 
after the previous pitch, took the precaution of throwing 
the rope over the nick, which enabled Wood to hold him from 
the right. The trick worked, although the rope jammed 
at a critical moment and almost defeated a real stroke of 
genius. Possibly another means of getting up that last 
pitch may be found ; but when time, as the lawyers say, 
is the essence of the contract, one must act with the utmost 
expedition, especially when the alternative is a steep 
delicate descent and the hour latish.

The climb offers unique situations on (at least) three 
pitches, and is comparable, though very different in 
character, to the Central Buttress (Flake Crack Route) on 
Scawfell. It should only be attempted by a party whose 
members know precisely their own and each others' powers. 
Further the fact should riot be lost sight of that there are 
only two ways off the climb up or down.
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The Qth Pitch is the most difficult and easily the longest 
run-out (about 65 feet). Pigott lead it brilliantly and per- 
sonally I never want to see a finer bit of rock climbing. 
The 5th and loth also taxed Morley Wood's sullen obstinacy 
to the utmost, but I see him always a relentless figure  
with a rucksack full of chock-stones.

GUIDE TO PITCHES

The Climb commences at the lowest point of the buttress 
to the left of both the big crack and the big chimney and 
leads behind the Pinnacle which is an obvious landmark in 
the centre of the face.

1. 4oft. Broken rock and grass of moderate difficulty 
lead to a good grass platform with big belay on the left.

2. 25ft. A very steep wall ascended by help of two 
immature cracks, and with a very awkward finish to a good 
platform. Another excellent belay on the left.

3. 25ft. From the right move straight up the wall for 
a few feet and bear right across a crack to a small nose 
forming a belay, with a second smaller one beyond.

4. 25ft. From the corner above the smaller belay reach 
a good high handhold, swing round into the good foot- 
hold, and scramble onto the small exposed grass ledge. 
Move along to a right-angled corner, no belay.

5. 25ft. Second joins leader. The loft, corner is with- 
out useful holds and unsuitable for backing up.

6. 25ft. Climb a slab forming the left of a corner to a 
square grass ledge ; belay high up on the slabs near the 
ledge.

7. 25ft. Continue up the corner to a mantel-shelf on 
the right and pull up to a good platform.

8. 20ft. A good old-fashioned chimney with two big 
chock-stones, leading the party to the PINNACLE.

9. joft. The Crack (first section) now holds at least 
four chock-stones and two loops. The climber must get 
his foot into the first loop some i8ft. up, use a higher stone, 
and then force his way a further few feet up the crack 
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a severe section on the first ascent until he can get his 
right hand, right foot, and finally himself onto a small 
sloping ledge on the right.

He can now thread his rope through a loop round a higher 
chock-stone before continuing up the scoop, over the wall 
on the right, and along a shelf until a grass ledge is reached 
stretching back to the left and to a position above the 
crack.

NOTE. All chock-stones have been inserted and should 
be most carefully tested on each ascent.

10. 2oft. The crack is not climbed ; a narrow line will 
be noticed in the wall, some loft, to the right, ending in a 
nick on the wall ridge. Throw the rope over the nick 
so that it may be held by the second from the corner on the 
right. The leader will probably need the rope as a hand- 
hold to reach the final good hold in the nick. From here 
move right to a big SPILLIKIN and climb straight up 
for loft, to the GREEN GALLERY.

11. A traverse to the right along this with easy scrambling 
leads to the head of the Eastern Terrace and to the top 
of Clogwyn du'r Arddu.


